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Reading PassageReading Passage

Ken is reading a newspaper report. Read the report.

77 ReadingReading
A newspaper report

Date: 

Time allowed: 15 minutes

Hong Kong Daily 16th July 20XX

Smart boy assisted in catching robber

A man tried to rob an old woman on King’s Road yesterday morning, but he 
was caught and arrested thanks to a young boy.

Mrs Tong, a 60-year-old retired nurse, was on her way to the park to do Tai Chi 
when a man suddenly pushed her from the back. ‘I almost fell on the ground. 
The man immediately grabbed the handbag from my shoulder and ran away,’ 
recalled Mrs Tong. ‘I shouted “robber” while I was chasing after him, but I couldn’t 
run as fast as he could.’ Luckily, a policeman two streets away heard her and 
rushed to help her.

Kenneth heard Mrs Tong’s shout at home. ‘I was having breakfast when I saw 
a policeman and a woman running after a man towards my building,’ said the 
12-year-old student. ‘The man ran so fast that it looked like he was going to get 
away. I wanted to do something to stop him, so I threw my basketball at the 
robber when he came close.’ Being hit by the ball unexpectedly, the robber 
passed out. The policeman quickly took the chance to arrest him and returned 
the handbag to Mrs Tong.

Mrs Tong was thankful to Kenneth. ‘The robber might have escaped without 
him. He is such a smart boy.’

5

10

15

arrested  grabbed  passed out  policeman  thankful  escaped
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Answer the following questions.  15 minutes

1. Which of the following is true?
   A. Mrs Tong was walking alone when she saw the robber.
   B. The robber pushed Mrs Tong to the ground.
   C. Mrs Tong could see the robber’s face.
   D. Mrs Tong was holding her handbag in her hand.

2. In line 14, ‘passed out’ means .
   A. fell asleep
  B. fainted
  C. died
   D. got hurt

3. Mrs Tong was  what Kenneth did.
   A. surprised at
  B. grateful for
  C. excited about
   D. disappointed at

4. When did the robbery happen?

    

5. What was Mrs Tong going to do before the robbery?

    

6. How old is Kenneth?

    

7. How did Kenneth help to catch the robber?

    

8. Why did Mrs Tong praise Kenneth?
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1.  Ken  Anna knows how to swim, so we are not going to the 
beach.

2. Mandy can play different musical instruments. She will  play the 
piano  the violin on the Open Day.

3. Danny is not good at sports. He can  play football  
basketball.

4. Joyce loves eating fruits. She eats  an apple  a banana 
after dinner every day.

5. Sandy is the only child in her family. She has  brothers  sisters.

Mable is talking about her friends. Fill in the blanks with ‘either…or’ or ‘neither…nor’.   
2 minutes

AAAA

Date: 

Time allowed: 6 minutes

99 GrammarGrammar

Mable has written some sentences. Rewrite her sentences using the words in the 
brackets.  4 minutes

1. Amy goes to ballet lesson on Thursday. She sometimes goes on Friday. (either…or)

    

2. Karen doesn’t read comic books. Linda doesn’t either. (neither…nor)

    

3. Fred brings his lunchbox. He sometimes buys sandwiches for lunch. (either…or)

    

4. Henry practises volleyball after school. Kenny practises volleyball after school too. 
(both…and)

    

BB

Using either…or and 
neither…nor
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• Jobs • Adjectives describing people
• Charity work
• Natural disasters
• Opposite adjectives

1111VocabularyVocabulary
Date: 

Time allowed: 12 minutes

Katy is looking at some photos. Fill in the blanks with the correct words.  3 minutes

   

1. A  2. A  3. An 

   

4. A  5. A  6. A 

AA

Katy is talking about her friends. Fill in the blanks with the correct words in the box.  
3 minutes

hard-working outgoing good-looking understanding attentive creative

1. Anna is an  person. She soon forgives her friends and will not 
be angry at them for long.

2. Ken is an  person. He loves to make new friends.

3. Nancy is . I think she will be a model when she grows up.

4. James is . He does revision during recess and after school every 
day.

5. Cherry is a  person. She always surprises us with her endless 
imagination.

6. Tommy is . He always pays attention during class.

BB
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James is talking with his friends. Fill in the blanks with the words in the box.  6 minutes

 go on a charity walk dark run a craft stall typhoons
 collect old books weak sell flags earthquake
 clean buy flags donate money healthy

CC

C. Change the verbs to the correct forms when necessary.

Small Tips

James : A strong (1)  struck China last week. Many buildings 

collapsed and hundreds of people have become homeless. There is no 

electricity supply in the region now. It is all (2)  at night.

Ken : I heard from the news that they have just saved a girl from a collapsed building. 

She hasn’t had any food for a few days and is very (3) .

Anna : I hope she will get well soon and be (4)  again.

James : The Red Cross Society of China has sent volunteers there to provide  

(5)  drinking water to the victims as the drinking pipes 

are broken and rivers are polluted.

Anna : Is there anything we can do to help the victims?

Ken : The simplest way is to (6)  to charity. There are 

donation boxes everywhere now.

James : I know World Vision (7)  near our school tomorrow. 

They will sell some hand-made accessories. 

Ken : The Community Chest (8)  in the street now. You can  

(9)  from them later.

James : We can also (10)  next Sunday to raise funds for them.

Anna : That’s healthy and meaningful. 

Ken : The earthquake also destroyed many schools. We can (11)  

 for the children so that they can continue their studies.

Anna : Summer is coming. I hope there will not be any strong (12)  

which affect the reconstruction.
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Date: 

Time allowed: 6 minutes

The adjectives in the form of -ed 
and -ing

1212 GrammarGrammar

Tommy and his friends are talking about some films. Underline the correct answers.    
3 minutes

1. Madagascar is (interested / interesting). I laughed from the beginning to the end.

2. I was (surprised / surprising) by the ending of the final film of the Harry Potter  series. It 
is the best film ever.

3. I like Iron Man best. The fight scene is very (excited / exciting).

4. I am (touched / touching) by the friendship between Woody and Buzz Lightyear in 
Toy Story 3. I wish I could have friends like them.

5. My friends recommended The Dark Knight  Rises  to me and I was not (disappointed / 
disappointing). It is the best superhero film I have ever seen.

Tommy and James are talking in a DVD shop. Fill in the blanks with the correct words in 
the box.  3 minutes

 amused  disappointed  exciting  touching  bored  interesting

AA

BB

James : I want to watch something (1) , like something with fight scenes.

Tommy : How about The Avengers? There are many fight scenes in the film. You will 
never get (2) .

James : I am not very fond of superhero films. Have you watched Despicable Me 
before? My friends all said they were (3)  by the funny characters.

Tommy : Yes, the characters are all very (4) , especially the minions. They 
even have their own language. It will definitely make you laugh.

James : So the minions are the main characters?

Tommy : Not at all. It is about the family love between a villain and his three adopted 
daughters. It is quite (5) .

James : With so many recommendations, I don’t think we will be (6) . 
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James is talking about the people and things around him. Fill in the blanks with the words 
in the box that are opposite to the underlined words. 3 minutes

 slow  wise  brave  weak  smooth  fierce

1. Kitty is timid and is afraid of dogs and insects. Mable is  and is not scared 

of anything.

2. My cat is normally gentle and likes to play with people, but it will become 

 if you step on its tail.

3. My grandfather said my uncle was a silly boy and made a lot of mistakes when he 

was young, but he is pleased to see him become a  man now.

4. The street outside my school was rough and difficult to walk on before the 

construction. Now, it has become  and easy to walk on.

5. Anna likes taking MTR because it is quick and comfortable. She doesn’t like taking 

tram because she thinks it is too .

6. Tommy is strong and seldom gets sick. On the other hand, Katy is  and is 

often absent from school.

James is reading some books. Fill in the blanks with the correct words in the box.  
3 minutes

said  asked  shouted  cried  replied  suggested

1. ‘Put your hands up!’  the policeman.

2. ‘Let’s put on our new clothes!’  Fred.

3. ‘My name is Kelly. I come from Canada and moved to Hong 

Kong a few weeks ago,’  the new girl in class.

4. ‘Help! I have fallen into a hole! Can someone hear me?’ 

 the little pig.

5. ‘What is your favouite colour?’  Polly. ‘It is red,’  May.

AA

BB

2323 VocabularyVocabulary
Date: 

Time allowed: 12 minutes

• Opposite adjectives
• Words for writing stories
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James is writing about what happened today. Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of 
words.  3 minutes

DD

James is talking to Katy. Fill in the blanks with the correct words.  3 minutesCC

I am so happy that the prince won in the end. 
It is really a good film.

The film was so great!

Which character do you like best?

I l ike him too. He was always  
(3)  to his people. 
That’s why everyone supported 
him to be the king in the end.

The officials were too (6)  
to fight against the witch that they 
did not tell the king the truth. 

I  l i k e  t h e  p r i n c e  b e s t  .  H e  w a s  s o  
(1)  and did not fear the dragon. 
The dragon was so (2)  that I 
was frightened by its roar.

He was also very (4)  and did not 
trust what the evil witch said. But his father, the 
king, was (5)  enough to have  
listened to her and nearly killed his own son.

Yes, it was so exciting!

Today, someone called me in the shopping mall. It was Tommy. ‘Where 
are you going?’ he (1) . ‘I am going to buy a wedding gift for my 
uncle,’ I (2) . ‘I am going to buy a wedding gift for my aunt too, but 
I don’t know what to buy her,’ he (3) . ‘I have no idea either. Let’s 
go together!’ I (4) . ‘We can give each other some good ideas.’ 
Tommy was happy with the idea so we went to the shopping mall together.

The shop assistant of the gift shop was very helpful and showed us different 
kinds of wedding gifts. ‘This photo frame is the most popular wedding gift in our 
shop. And this decoration is…’ She (5)  to explain other gifts to us 
and we listened to her carefully. Both Tommy and I liked the photo frame, but 
we were very surprised when we saw the price. ‘It is too expensive. I think we’d 
better go to another shop,’ I (6)  to Tommy. Feeling sorry, Tommy 
and I left the shop quietly. We bought two less expensive gifts in another shop.

D. Use the simple past tense for the answers.

Small Tips
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James is talking to his friends. Match the following sentences up. Write the letters in the 
brackets. 3 minutes

1. The weather was bad last Friday. (  ) a. However, he was late for the first time 
yesterday due to the traffic jam.

2. The food and drinks of the café are 
delicious.

(  ) b. Therefore, my family cancelled the picnic.

3. Anna has hurt her arm. (  ) c. Furthermore, it is close to the MTR station 
and is very accessible.

4. Ken is usually very  
punctual.

(  ) d. Therefore, she will not come to play 
badminton with us today.

5. My uncle’s new flat is big and 
modern.

(  ) e. Furthermore, the waiters are polite and 
serve us well.

AA

James is writing a diary entry. Fill in the blanks with ‘therefore’, ‘however’ or ‘furthermore’.  
3 minutes

BB

13th December Wednesday 

Today Mable and Ken had a fight. Mable has always been very gentle.  
(1) , we were a bit shocked when she suddenly shouted 
at Ken. I went to calm Mable down and asked her what had happened.  
(2) , she was too angry to answer me at that time. Later, 
Anna told me that Ken had broken Mable’s favourite CD. (3) , 
he claimed that the CD was already broken before she lent him and 
refused to apologize. It was sad to see our good friends having a quarrel.  
(4) , we all wanted them to make it up soon. Anna and I asked 
Ken to say sorry to Mable. (5) , Ken was very stubborn and 
insisted that he was not the one who broke the CD. 

Just a few minutes ago, Mable called me. She found that it was her sister 
who broke the CD and Ken was telling the truth. (6) , she felt 
very sorry. I told her that I would go and apologize to Ken tomorrow too as I had 
misunderstood him as well. I felt ashamed of myself for not trusting my friend.

Date: 

Time allowed: 6 minutes

GrammarGrammar2626
Therefore, however, furthermore
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ReadingReading
James is reading a story. Read the story.

33AssessmentAssessment
Revision on Units 24 to 35

Marks: /17

Date: 

Time allowed: 60 minutes

Answer the following questions. 20 minutes

1. What kind of products did Amy like to use? (1 mark)

     

   A.  B.   C.   D.

AA

The fur lover’s nightmare

Amy Yeung was a famous actress. She was especially fond of fur 
products, and put on a fur coat or a fur hat whenever she attended a 
public event. Many young women looked up to her and followed her 
to wear fur clothing, forming a new fashion trend. This had aroused 
controversy in society as fur products were made at the expense of 
the welfare of the animals and encouraged animal killing. However, 
instead of feeling guilty, Amy ignored all the opposing voices and 
continued to use fur products.

One night, Amy fell asleep in her rabbit fur coat and had a horrible 
dream. In her dream, she was in a snowy world, but she didn’t feel 
cold at all. She thought it was her fur coat that kept her warm. To her 
horror, she found she was not wearing a fur coat. She was covered 
with fur! Then, she lost consciousness due to great shock. When she 
woke up, she found herself in a small cage and saw a man removing 
fur from a rabbit brutally. She suddenly realized he would do the same 
thing to her later and cried for help. Then, she woke up in tears, but 
she couldn’t get that terrifying scene out of her head.

 From that day on, Amy had become a different person. She 
stopped using or buying fur products. Furthermore, she became more 
aware of animal welfare and joined campaigns to fight for animal 
rights. 

5

10

15

20

ReadingReading
James is reading a story. Read the story.
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Total Marks: /100

2. In line 3, what does ‘looked up to’ mean? (1 mark)
   A. Praised
   B. Examined
   C. Admired
   D. Envied

3. Which of the following is true? (1 mark)
   A. Amy always felt bad about using fur products.
   B. Amy was in a warm place in her dream.
   C. Amy fainted because she was shocked.
  D. Amy woke up from her dream after she lost conscious.

4. In line 17, what does the ‘terrifying scene’ refer to? (1 mark)
   A. Amy found herself in a snowy world.
   B. Amy found herself covered with fur.
   C. Amy found herself in a small cage.
  D. A man removed fur from a rabbit brutally.

5. What kind of fashion trend did Amy create? (2 marks)

 She created the fashion trend of .

6. Why was there a controversy over the trend Amy created? (2 marks)

 

 

7. How did Amy respond to the controversy over the trend she created? (2 marks)

 

8. Why didn’t Amy feel cold in her dream? (2 marks)

 

9. What was the man in Amy’s dream going to do to her? (2 marks)

 

10. How did Amy act differently after having the nightmare? (3 marks)
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Mable is writing a poster about endangered animals. Fill in the blanks 
with the correct forms of words.    2 minutes

CC

Stop hunting animals

Many animals in the world are now in danger because of continuous expansion 

of  human act iv i t ies .  The i r  hab i tat s  a re  (1 )   and many of 

them cannot  su rv ive .  Moreover,  people  (2 )   the an imal s 

for their body parts. For example, hunters catch the (3)  to 

take their tusks for making expensive ivory goods and fishermen catch the 

(4)  for their fins. If the situation continues, they will become  

(5 )   and d isappear  f rom the wor ld forever.  We must  s top 

buy ing  the  goods  and food made by  these  endangered an ima l s  f rom  

now on!

VocabularyVocabulary

Mable is telling her friends what they can do to protect the 
environment. Look at the pictures. Fill in the blanks with the correct 
words.  2 minutes

1. We should  

.

2. We should not  

 when we are out.

3. We should not  

.

4. We should  

.

5. We should not  

.

BB Marks: /5

Marks: /5
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Ken is talking about his family. Fill in the blanks with the correct words. 
2 minutes

1. My mother and I go to do voluntary work and help the people in need once  

a month. It is very .

2. My father is a  person. He is never late for work or any meetings 

with his family and friends.

3. Cousin Polly will have the piano exam tomorrow, but she is  

about it because she thinks she hasn’t practised enough.

4. My grandfather always teaches me to be a  person and never 

shift my responsibility to others.

Ken is writing a card to Miss Lee. Fill in the blanks with the correct 
forms of words.  2 minutes

DD

EE

Marks: /4

Marks: /5

Dear Miss Lee,

Thank you for teaching us so many things this year. I  have learnt to  

(1)  right from wrong and be a good person. I have also learnt 

to (2)  others and not to be a rude person. You taught us to  

(3)  for others and (4)  our own choices. Furthermore, 

you taught us how to work with others and (5)  teamwork. 

I will never forget your teaching.

Ken
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GrammarGrammar

Tommy is talking to his classmates. Fill in the blanks with ‘stop’ and 
the words in the box. Add ‘not’ when necessary.   2 minutes

 depend   chat   play   ask   drink   make

1. Miss Lee has already come.  and keep quiet.

2. My mother  more than one cup of coffee per day after she 
reads from the newspaper that it is not good for health.

3. Anna and Katy  on their parents and learn to do everything 
by themselves.

4. My neighbour  noise at night even he has received a lot of 
complaints from other residents.

5. Ken  with his mobile phone when he is eating, after his 
parents express their discontent on his behaviour.

Tommy’s mother is talking to him. Fill in the blanks with ‘so many’ 
or ‘so much’ and the correct forms of the words in the brackets.  

2 minutes

1. There is still  (rice) left on your plate. You should not waste 
food.

2. There are  (toy) on the floor. Put them back in the toy box 
now.

3. Grandma complained to me that she called us  (time) 
yesterday but no one answered. Why didn’t you answer the phone?

4. There are  (empty box) near the rubbish bin. Can you help 
me to unfold them and throw them into the recycle bin?

5. You have put  (sugar) in your milk tea. It is not good for your 
teeth to drink too sweet.

FF

GG

Marks: /5

Marks: /5
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Tommy is talking to his friends. Write the sentences using ‘unless’ or 
‘if’ and the words in the brackets.  6 minutes

HH Marks: /12

1. (Miss Lee will be angry with us / we talk in class)

 

2. (we cannot catch the ferry at ten o’clock / we will be late)

 

3. (we start our work now / we will not be able to finish the decoration)

 

4. (her eyesight will continue to worsen / she stops playing computer games too 
often)

 

 

5. (you practise more / you will make great progress)

 

6. (it is on sale / I will not buy clothes in this shop)
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Tommy is talking with his friends. Fill in the blanks with ‘therefore’, 
‘however’ or ‘furthermore’.   2 minutes

Tommy : I am thinking about keeping a pet.

Ken : What do you want to keep?

Tommy : My mother is afraid of large animals. (1) , I am thinking about 
keeping a hamster or a rabbit. (2) , small animals do not take 
much space. It should be easier to take care of.

Anna : Keeping a pet can help us learn to be patient. (3) , it is a great 
responsibility. Have you discussed with your parents yet?

Tommy : Not yet. I want to give them a surprise. (4) , I still keep it in 
secret.

Ken : You should talk to your parents first. What if they don’t agree? You cannot just 
throw it away. (5) , you need a lot of money to give your pet 
good food and health care. You really need to think more thoroughly.

Tommy : You are right. Let me tell my parents tonight.

Tommy is writing about his family and friends. Fill in the blanks with 
‘always’, ‘sometimes’ or ‘never’. 2 minutes

1. Cousin Karen is not fond of making desserts, but she  makes some 

cakes with her sister.

2. My father is a safe driver. He drives after he has alcoholic drinks 
because it is dangerous.

3. Jenny is smart and diligent. She  fails in tests or exams.

4. Danny is an outgoing person and enjoys spending time with his friends, but he 
 wants to be alone and have some private time.

5. Kelvin is an attentive person. He is  the first one to notice when his 

friend feels upset.

II

JJ

Marks: /5

Marks: /5
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Marks: /5

Marks: /5

Katy is talking to James. Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the 
words in the box.   2 minutes

 excited   angry   busy   late   accidental   early

KK

You are really a punctual person. You 
never arrive (1)  .

I think she is coming. She left home  
(2)  this morning to buy some 

medicine.

I don’t think so. She talked  (3)    
when she called me this morning.

Really? How is he doing?

I don’t want my friends to wait for me. 
Where is Mable?

Some medicine? Is she sick?

Maybe we can ask her about it  
later. By the way, I met Henry  
(4)  on the way to here.

He looks fine, but we didn’t chat 
long as he kept typing on his phone  
(5)  while talking to me, 

so I asked him to call me later.

Katy is talking to her mother. Fill in the blanks with the correct words in 
the box and the correct prepositions. 2 minutes

 scared   worried   sorry   dissatisfied   tired   pleased

1. Tommy was  the service of the café near the bookshop and said 

he would never go there again.

2. Anna was not  the drawing and repainted it again.

3. Peter has been absent for more than three days. We are all  him.

4. Mable was  doing the puzzle, so she decided to do it later.

5. Jimmy is  heights, so he never takes ride on the Ferris wheel.

LL
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Katy has written a diary entry, but there are some mistakes. Write the 
correct pronouns of the underlined words in the blanks.   5 minutes

MM
Marks: /10

17th May Monday 

Today was a bad day to me.

When I woke up this morning, I found that it was already seven thirty. The 
battery of my alarm was flat so (1) he didn’t work. I brushed my teeth and get 
dressed quickly. When I wondered why Mum didn’t wake me up, I saw a note on 
the table. It was written by Mum, saying that (2) her got an urgent call from the 
hospital and needed to leave early, but she had still made (3) myself a sandwich 
for breakfast. As I had no time, I just poured (4) me a glass of milk without eating 
the sandwich. Although I immediately took a taxi to school, I was still late.

I felt a bit dizzy when the first lesson started, but I still managed to keep up 
with the lessons. However, I reached (5) its limit during the PE lesson and couldn’t 
focus on the football match. Suddenly, I was hit by the ball and fainted. When I 
woke up, I was in the medical room and Ken and Miss Lee were sitting beside me.  
(6) She looked relieved to see me conscious again. Ken kept apologizing to me. I 
told him it was not (7) my fault and asked him not to blame (8) him. Miss Lee gave 
me some juice and biscuits and asked me to take some rest. I thanked (9) they for 
looking after me.  

I am so embarrassed of (10) them for 
making my friends worried. I will not skip my 
breakfast any more.

1.  2.  3.  4.  5. 

6.  7.  8.  9.  10. 
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Katy is talking to Mable. Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the 
words in the box.    4 minutes

 choose   make   help   buy   write   thank   read

NN
Marks: /6

You are welcome.

Mable, do you mind (1) 
something on this birthday card? It will  
be Fred’s birthday next Tuesday.

James and I are going to buy him  
a present after school. Do you want to 
join us?

(4)  the right present is 
always difficult. In fact, James and I still 
don’t know what to buy. Do you have 
any suggestion?

(6)  him a bookmark is a 
good idea. I know there is a gift shop 
selling handmade bookmarks. Thank you 
for your opinion.

Sure.  He i s  he lpfu l  and a lways 
teaches me English. Let me take this 
chance (2)  him and 
show him my gratitude.

He enjoys (5)  very 
much. Maybe you can buy him 
something related to books, like a 
bookmark.

I ’d love to, but I  have promised  
Miss Wong (3)  her tidy 
up the bookshelf after school. Just 
buy anything you think suitable for 
him and I will pay you my share later.
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Katy and James are giving speeches in front of the class. Fill in the 
blanks with the correct forms of the words in the notes.  5 minutes

OO
Marks: /6

Note: 

Thank

Anna — kind

Ken — humorous

Apologize

The class — make them feel 

unhappy

Note: 

Thank

Linda and Fred

— helpful

Apologize

Linda and Fred

— hand in my homework 

late

— cause them trouble

In this year, many of you have helped me. Anna, 

thank you very much for your (1) . You 

always take care of me when I am sick. Ken, thanks 

for your (2) . You often make me laugh. 

Sometimes I am quite emotional and difficult to 

get along with. Sorry for (3) 

. I am glad to be part of the 

class. Wish you all the best in the future.

As we will be leaving the school soon, I would like to 

take this opportunity to thank our monitors,  

Linda and Fred. I want to thank you for your  

(4)  on behalf of the class. Although you 

have done a lot of things for the class, you never 

complain. I am sorry for (5)  

 and (6) 

. I will kick this bad habit when I get 

to secondary school. 


